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Abstract 
In this paper, we present an implicit data structure for the representation of a partial lattice 
2 = (<, A”), which allows to test the partial order relation among two given elements in 
constant time, yne data s&&ure proposed kas an overall G(nJ$ -space compiexiiy-, where n 
is the size of ground set Jf, which we will prove to be optimal in the worst case. Hence, we 
derive an overall O(n&i) -space*time bound for the relation testing problem thus beating the 
O(n2) bottle-neck representing the present complexity. 
The overall pre-processing time is O(n’). 
1. Introduction 
The study of partial orders efficient representation with respect to both time and space 
has been extensivelv tackled in the last few vears for manv nrnhlems g& a~ reg_lrsive ,---_ _-_ ___-__, =__-______
queries management in a DBMS [21,6], dictionary problem [4,7]; navigation within 
knowledge bases [l, 21, object-oriented and semantic data models [ll], expert systems, 
computational geometry [9], and distributed computing [15, 161. In general, the partial 
order representation is involved in all these applications dealing with traversing sets of 
items over which an order relation is defined. 
In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the efficient representation of a partial 
lattice 2 = (<, N) so as to quickly answer partial order queries of the form: given 
X, y E JV”, return true if x + y; false otherwise. 
The target is to minimize the storage complexity while maintaining the cost of testing 
nwtial nraor *s=l&nn 'lc 9 rnnc+on+ fi1nrt;nn 
Even if a lot of work has been done in this field, it is still an open problem: how to 
maintain partial order relations with a worst case time*space complexity to be less than 
the usual en* (E a positive constant). Therefore, only for restricted classes of partial 
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orders an efficient solution to the above problem has been found [ 10, 16, 191 exploiting 
the order dimension property of posets [8]. In this context, the posets considered are 
those having constant order dimension. Unfortunately, not for all posets the order di- 
mension is constant, in general, it is a function of the size of the element set. Hence, 
this technique cannot be extended to deal with general posets. In particular, this is 
true for partial lattices. Another approach studied, which allows to derive an efficient 
..^ __^^^_ L.r:,... C,... :-r,.-._l -..,I_..,. _-rl I:_r..:L..r:.._ I-&r:__,. :_ L-__?J ^- rL_ __-_^^__C^L:_- Iep)lese:IILaLI”u I”1 111Lt;l “aI “l”tXb auLJ uIsLII”ucI”e laluces, Ib “iibCU “11 me Iep1CbellLau”u 
of a poset by subsets of the n set [14,5]. 
However, in this paper, the approach followed is different; we adopt a two-level 
decomposition strategy of the associated Hasse diagram which allows to exploit specific 
structural properties of the class of posets under investigation. 
In fact, a general problem of a decomposition technique is the choice of the decom- 
position criteria since the more it takes into account space complexity, more query time 
is expensive, and vice versa. The basic idea underlying our technique for balancing 
space complexity versus time complexity, is to adopt a double decomposition criteria, 
the first for enhancing the representation space, while the second for maintaining query 
efficiency. 
With this strategy we derive a sparse representation allowing to perform a constant 
partial order relation test having a worst case O(nfi)-space complexity which is 
sublinear in the number of ordered pairs necessary to encode arbitrary partial orders. 
Moreover, the representation is implicit, that is only arrays are used while pointers are 
not allowed except possibly a constant number of them. 
Formally, the following theorem will be proved: 
Theorem 1.1. Let 9 = (+,.A/) be a partial lattice, where II = JJV , a worst case 
optimal O(nJ;;)-space implicit data structure exists, allowing to test a partial order 
relation in O( i )-time. The overall pre-processing time is Ojn’). 
The bound obtained not only does not break any information theoretic lower bound, 
but is optimal with respect to the worst case as shown by the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.1 (Kleitman and Winston [13]). Let L(n) be the number of labeled lat- 
tices with n elements then 
L(n) < ,(nJii+o(nfi)) 9 
where CY is a constant (about 6.11343). 
Results proved in this paper have a natural field of application to the transitive 
closure of a digraph representation problem. In fact, given a directed acyclic graph 
G = (N,A), let Po = (-+, N) be the associated partial order, that is, u +p v, with 
u,v E N, if and only if (u,v) E A*, where A* is the edge set of the transitive closure 
graph G* = (N,A*). In particular, we are interested in representing graphs whose 
associated partial order is a partial lattice. We denote this class of graphs as digraphs 
satisfying the lattice property. 
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Using a graph-theory terminology, Theorem 1.1 can be stated as follows: 
Theorem 1.2. Let G = (N,A) be a directed acyclic graph (dug) satisfying the lattice 
property, with n = INJ. An 0( n n s ace implicit data structure exists allowing to J)- p 
perform in constant time the following operation: 
REACHABILITY(U, v): Given u, v E N, test the presence of a directed path from u 
to v: return true if such a path exists; false otherwise; 
The overall pre-processing time is 0(n2). 
The work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notation used and 
describe a basic structural property of partial lattices. In Section 3, we present the 
general decomposition strategy and data structure without taking into account space 
complexity issues; while in Sections 4 and 5, using a suitable classification of the 
element set, we extend the basic strategy so as to obtain a data structure having the 
required space complexity. Finally, in Section 6, applications and future researches are 
Am,v;horl UUIItiLI"UU. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we briefly describe the notation used and give some basic definitions 
useful for the following. 
A partially ordered set (poset) 9 = (4, JV), is an irreflexive, asymmetric and tran- 
sitive relation on the ground set JV. We denote 5 the reflexive relation associated 
to 9”. Let x, y E JV with x # y, x and y are comparable in 9, when either x 4 Y or 
y 4 x in 9. On the other hand, x and y are incomparable in 9, denoted x N y, if 
neither x 4 y in 9 nor x + y in 9. 
Given x E _N, the upper-set induced by x, denoted Y+(x), is the set of all y E Jf 
such that x $ y. Dually, for any x E JV the down-set induced by x, denoted J-(X), is 
the set of all y E N such that y <x. We use X(x) to denote either the upper-set or 
the down-set of x, and we call it the ideal of x. 
The Hasse diagram HD(9’) of a poset 9 = (-+ JV) is a directed acyclic graph 
HD(.9’) = (N,&‘) such that there exists (x, y) E .d iff x + y and there exists no 
z E N such that x 4 z and z i y. 
An element z E N is an upper bound of x, y E JV if x <z and y <z. The element 
z is called the least upper bound of x and y, denoted lub(x, y), if z < w for all upper 
bounds w of x and y. The greatest lower bound, denoted glb(x, y), is dually defined. 
A lattice is a partial order 9 = (<, ~9’“) such that every two x, y E J(r have both a 
least upper bound, and a greatest lower bound. 
Given a poset 9 = (4, Jf), its st-completion is the poset obtained by adding to .N 
two elements s and t, the bottom and the top, respectively, and extending + with the 
following order relations: s < x and x < t, Vx E A”. 
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Fig. 1. Partial lattice property. 
A poset such that its st-completion is a lattice is called a partial lattice. Other 
authors refer to this class of posets as truncated lattices [17]. 
It is important to underscore a structural property of a partial lattice 9’ = (4, M), 
which will be useful in the following for granting the correctness of our approach. In 
fact, it allows to obtain a constant time partial order relation test. 
Proposition 2.1. A partial order _Y = (4, .Af) is a partial lattice ifs for every four 
distinct elements (u,v,z,w) E JV such that u 4 w, u 3 z, v < w, v + z, z N w, and 
u N v, there exits an element x E _Af and the following partial order relations: u + x, 
v 4 x, x -X w, and x 4 z. 
Fig. 1 shows the above proposition on the Hasse diagram HD(_Y’). The obvious 
interpretation is the following: two elements u and v cannot have two different least 
upper bounds, w and z, without the existence of a fifth element x representing the 
actual least upper bound. Analogously, two elements w and z cannot have two different 
greatest lower bounds, u and v, without the existence of a fifth vertex x representing 
the actual greatest lower bound. 
For what has been said in the introduction, a general problem of a decomposition 
technique is the choice of the decomposition criteria. In fact, the more it takes into 
account space complexity, the more query time is expensive, and vice versa. The basic 
idea underlying our strategy for balancing space complexity versus time complexity, 
is to adopt a double decomposition criteria, the first for enhancing the representation 
space, while the second for query efficiency. 
Given a partial lattice 2 = (<, N), on the first level we partition the ground set 
JV’ into a collection of ideals Y(c) with c E N, induced by a proper sequence of 
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elements. On the second level, for each ideal 9(c), we choose a suitable collection 
of subposets (double-tree or DT(u,c)) with u E 9(c) representing all partial order 
relations between elements in 9(c) and elements in JV - 9(c). In particular, for every 
two elements x and y, such that x E 4(c), the double-tree collection satisfies the 
following property: x -X y (y -i x) in 9 = (+, JV) if and only if there exists at least 
one DT(ui,c) E {DT(u,c)} such that x, y E DT(ui, c) and x + y (y < x, respectively) 
;* n\TI.. ,\ c,,r. ,.,,,,,+;,., -C A,...Cl,. +..s,.- rlvr/.. ,.\I ,,,,.,.:,.4,,4 *,. :,a,,, PI-\ :n 
111 U1\Ui,L). LClbIl bUllGbLIUII “1 UUUUIG-LIGCS l_YIfUyL)J CIJDUbILILGU CU Zii lUGCll J \L) 15 
the basic element of the decomposition. 
As we will show in the following, a proper choice of the ideals based on their 
size allows to bind the overall space complexity, while granting with the double-tree 
collections a constant time partial order test. 
For the sake of simplicity, we first describe the decomposition strategy with no 
constraints on the size of ideals, and then, by means of a classification of the element 
set (see Section 4), we will derive the required space bounds. 
3.1. Ideals and double-trees 
In this section we describe some structural and combinatorial properties of ideals 
and double-trees of a partial lattice. 
We first prove a basic relationship between two ideals in a partial lattice. Let 9 = 
(+, JV) be a partial lattice and Y(c) and j(v) with c # u be two ideals in 9 = (5, ,N) 
(either both down-sets or both upper-sets). 
Lemma 3.1. If Y-(c) fl Y-(u) = Y # 0 then Zub(Y) E Y. Dually, if S+(c) n 
Y+(u) = Y # 0 then glb(Y) E Y. 
Proof. Given any two elements x,y E 9-(c), then lub(x, y) E F(c). In fact, as- 
sume, on the contrary, that Zub(x, y) $ 9-(c). Then the following three conditions 
simultaneously hold: 
(i) x+c 
(ii) y + c 
(iii) Zub(x, y) - c 
This contradicts Proposition 2.1. 
In order to prove the lemma we have to show that Y = Y-(c) n 4-(o) does not 
have two distinct maximal elements. Let us now assume that two maximal elements 
x, y E 9’ exist, with x # y. Then we have: 
(i) Zub(x,y) E F(c); 
(ii) lub(x, y) $9-(u) =+ Zub(x, y) - u 
but this, once again contradicts Pronosition 2;!; A similar ream-tine ho!& for ~~~r-L- ~_~~ _ __L ______~ 
9+(c) n S+(u) = 9. The lemma is thus proved by contradiction. q 
Moreover, we have the following property which grants the consistency of our ap- 
proach. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let Y = (+, JV) be a partial lattice and Y(c) an ideal in 9 = 
(3, A’“). Then 9 = (+, A’” - Y(c)) is a partial lattice. 
Proof. It is an obvious consequence of the definition of an ideal. q 
In order to efficiently perform the order relation test, a suitable representation for 
all partial order information related to a given ideal 4(c) is needed. Let us refer to 
elements in Y(c) as internal elements and to elements in .A’” - 9(c) comparable with 
at least one element in Y(c) as external elements, denoted by Ext(S(c)). For each 
ideal, we have to solve two main problems: (i) the representation of the partial order 
relations between internal elements; (ii) the representation of the partial order relations 
between internal and external elements. 
The first problem can be easily solved as follows. Let 9(c) be a down-set P(c); 
for each internal element u we consider the poset having as a ground set the down-set 
induced by U, Y-(U), and {(y, U) 1 Vy E Y-(u)} as partial order relation. Dually, if 
Y(c) is an upper-set Y+(c), then for each internal element u we consider the poset 
hnrrino IE I orn~md ret the ~mnm_r& inchu-d hxr 21 Q+I,,1 ad Ill, l,\ I HII c 6+/,1\1 s)E -1%. . “‘a uu u ~‘“U”U “I. LllV .yIJV’ UIC lllUU”V.. “J M) c, L-l, u--u [\‘, .Y , , ‘* L - \“I, ..” 
a partial order relation. We refer to this poset as Internal Tree induced by u, denoted 
ZntTree(u, c). 
For the second problem, from Lemma 3.1, given an external element u, the couple 
(0,4(c)), univocally identifies an element u E Y(c), representing, either the lub(F(c) 
n F(c)) or the glb(Y+(c) n Y+(C)). 
This implies that, given an ideal Y(c), for each external element v, comparable with 
at least one element in 9(c), an internal element u, the internal representative of the 
external element v exists, univocally identifying the internal tree IntTree(u,c) made 
up with all elements in Y(c) comparable with v. 
:-c_--1 __-_-__-A_L.._ AL 
Ext(S(c)) = u Ext(u). 
U&P(C) 
For each set of the collection {Ext(u) 1 u E 9(c)}, we consider the poset having as 
ground set Ext(u) and, if Y(c) is a down-set Y-(c), then {(u, y) 1 Vy E Ext(u)} is the 
partial order relation. If Y(c) is an upper-set Y’(c) then the partial order relation is 
{(v, U) 1 Vy E Ext(u)}. We refer to this poset as External Tree induced by u, denoted 
ExtTree(u,c) (see Fig. 2). Moreover, all the sets in the collection of external trees 
{ExtTree(u,c)lu E Y(c)) have the nice property to be pairwise disjoint, as shown by 
the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.3. Let v,w E 9(c), with u # w then ExtTree(v,c) n ExtTree(w,c) = 8. 
Proof. Let us assume, for a contradiction, y E ExtTree(v, c) f’ ExtTree(w,c). By 
external tree definition, y is associated to both v and w. This contradicts the uniqueness 
of representative element stated in Lemma 3.1. The proof follows by contradiction. 0 
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C DT(w,c) "i 
Fig. 2. Double-trees decomposition. 
Definition 3.i. Given an ideai Y(cj and the two coiiections of internai and extemai 
trees, {ZntTree(u, c)} and {ExtTree(u, c)} , for each u E Y(c) the Double-Tree induced 
by u is defined as 
DT(u,c) = ZntTree(u,c) U ExtTree(u,c). 
Each double-tree, considered as the union of two posets whose Hasse diagrams are 
trees rooted at the same element, is a partial order having order dimension 2 [20]. 
The first consequence of the above property is that it is possible to find two linear 
extensions LI , L2 representing the partial order DT(u, c), that is given two elements 
h,,v L “I\M,L,) x < L’ if On y I> c nT/., P\ A nn1.r if Y J 1, in hnth l;nmar nvtano;r\no I. I_ 1” LLllU “UlJ II * , y 111 ““Lll Illl~cu cIAC~II~I”IIO Y, ) YL. 111 
particular, two labels (coordinates) (x1,x2) are associated to each element x, each one 
representing x’s position within the first and the second linear extension, respectively. 
The following proposition holds and its proof can be found in [12]: 
Proposition 3.1. Given x, y E DT(u,c), x -i y in DT(u,c) if and only if (x1,x2) < 
(Yl>YZ). 
From the above proposition it easily follows: 
Qrn!!arv 33.4. Git~pn Q &&!~-tr~e nT(v x\ wrh &Q IDT(y,xjl = JJ, there p.~&~ an .I -.-- I -\,, ~_,) Y” __,I 
O(N)-space data structure for testing the partial order relation between two elements 
in 0( 1 )-time. 
3.2. Basic decomposition strategy 
Given a partial lattice .Z = (+,.,V), the decomposition strategy we propose, 
first generates a collection of suitable ideals and then, for each ideal, builds the 
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corresponding decomposition element (double-tree collection). For the sake of sim- 
plicity, we first give a basic version in which we make no assumptions on how ideals 
are chosen. 
Procedure BasicChooseIdeals ; 
1. begin; 
2. /7 ._fi. J .;v; jideai Coiieci~onj 
3. while JV” # 0 do 
4. begin ;
5. Choose an ideal Y(c); {either 9-(c) or P(c)} 
6. Y := # u 9(c); 
7. JV := .N - Y(c); 
8. end ;
9. return 4 ; 
lO.end. 
i’he ideal coiiection 3 returned is the input to fhe foiiowing procedure Which gen- 
erates for each ideal the corresponding double-tree collection, representing the decom- 
position element on which we base our data structure. 
Procedure BasicDecomposition (.JJ : Ideal Collection); 
1. for each Y(c) E 9; 
2. begin 
3. for each u E 9(c) Build {DT(u,c)}; 
4. return 9(c) and {DT(u,c)}; {R tu e ms the current ideal and double-tree collection} 
5. end; 
Double-trees are generated by visiting the Hasse diagram representing 9. Hence, 
a partial lattice 2 = (4, JV) induces two collections: 
F = ({DT(u~,~,cl)}, . . ., {DT(z~,j,ck)}), for all &,i Ey(Ci)> 
satisfying the following invariants. Let x E N: 
(i) x belongs to one and only one ideal S(q); (for construction, line 7 of the 
BasicChooseIdeals procedure); 
(ii) given an ideal $(ci) different from the one to which x belongs according to 
(i), then x belongs to at most one DT(u,,,,c,) (Lemma 3.3); 
(iii) given an ideal S(ci), each element of the collection {DT(ui,j,c;)} is, by defi- 
nition, univocally identified by the element ui,i E Y(ci); 
In order to prove the correctness of the proposed strategy we have to show that the 
double-tree collection is a covering of the given partial lattice. 
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Theorem 3.5. Given a partial lattice 2 = (+,M) and x, y E N, x -: y in 2’ if and 
nrtl,r if V-J 1, iM nTf*, r\ fnr n+ lonot nM0 nTfr# r\r 6 “r‘ry LJ A \y ‘r‘ YI\cI)L,)J”I WC ICLSU‘ “l.C YI\Ls)C,.-LX. 
Proof. (+) By Lemma 3.2, the partial order 9 = (4, X-~(C)) is a partial lattice. Let 
x + y be in 9. We have to show that the decomposition strategy returns a DT(u, c) E Y 
such that x -x y in DT(u, c). Note that, by construction, x and y must belong to one 
and only one ideal. Two different cases are possible according to which ideal x and y 
belong. 
(a) x, y E 9(c). 
If Y(c) is a down-set 9-(c), then line 3 of BasicDecomposition procedure assures 
that x belongs to IntTree(y, c), hence x E DT(y, c). On the other hand, if Y(c) is an 
upper-set 9+(c) then y E DT(x, c). 
(b) x~S(ci) and y~Y(c2). 
Let us suppose that Y(q) has been chosen before Y(Q). By double-tree definition, 
y belongs to ExtTree(x,cl), hence y E DT(x,ci). Analogously, if Y(Q) has been 
generated before Y(ci ) then x E DT( y, ~2). 
(+) This part of the proof obviously follows observing that the decomposition 
algorithm does not add any partial order relation. q 
3.3. Basic data structure 
In this section, we briefly describe the basic data structure for partial lattice repre- 
sentation and how to perform the partial order test. 
Frnm the rw~~,in,,~l,, Amm-ih\pA ;n.rnr;m,tr nncl ~nnlxr;nm D,.r\nna;t;nn 2 1 Cm. A,w.hl~_ I l”lll CLLV y’v*‘“uu’J U”UVll”UU III”~LIUIICU UllU cyy”J”‘6 I Lvy”..xL’“” 2.1 I”1 u”u”Ic- 
trees representation, we derive the following simple implicit data structure based on 
look-up tables (see Fig. 3). 
Data Structure C
Data Structure A KS) 
Y (YL ............ ............ 
Data Strucure B 
W 
Fig. 3. Partial lattices data structure. 
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The data structure is composed of one look-up table indexed on elements in JV 
(data structure A), and two sets of look-up tables (data structures B, and C). 
Data structure A stores for each vertex the unique identifier of the ideal Y(ci) to 
which it belongs (oss. (i)). 
Data structure B is a set of look up-tables each one associated to an element x E .,V. 
For each double-tree DT(u,q) of the decomposition induced by the ideal 4(s) to 
. ..!-.,.l- ._ L-1 ^ _I^ A,.&. ^ ~-.^&._^ D _.^_^^ ..?_ ^ -_.A:-_.-,. . . ..rl_ -_..-__* *- rl__ _____^__~_ w1111;11 A utXuug:s, UilLil sL1uc;!.llIe D bC”lt;b A 5 G”“I”llMK;s WiLli ‘WJJWL LO Lilt: 1eprrsenra- 
tion of DT(u, ci), whenever x belongs to DT(u, ci); otherwise, it contains a null value. 
Data structure C is a set of look up-tables each one associated to an element x E JV. 
For each ideal 9(ci) of the collection 9, if x~Ext(S(c~)) then data structure C stores 
the identifier of the double-tree associated to Y(G), to which x belongs as an external 
element, and x’s coordinates with respect to the representation of this double-tree. 
In order to perform the partial order test x + y, from data structure A we derive the 
ideals to which x and y belong. Let x E Y(ci) and y E Y(cj). Two cases are possible: 
(a) X(Ci) = Y(Cj). 
In this case we search in the B tables associated to n and y for the double-tree 
coordinates of x and y with respect to both: (ij the double-tree rooted at x; (ii j the 
double-tree rooted at y. Only if in one of the two double-tree x’s coordinates are 
smaller than y coordinates then x + y, otherwise not. 
(b) ca(ci) # 3(cj). 
In this case, we first look in the table C associated to y, for the double-tree identifier 
corresponding to the ideal Y(cj). Then we look in the B table associated to x, for x 
coordinates with respect to this double-tree. If x’s coordinates are smaller than y’s 
coordinates then x 4 y, otherwise, we can repeat the search, looking in the C table 
associated to X, for the double-tree identifier corresponding to the ideal Y(ci). Then we 
search in the table B associated to y, y’s coordinates with respect to this double-tree. 
If n’s coordinates are smaller than y’s coordinates then x 3 y. If both searches fail, 
then x - y (see Fig. 3). 
From the above argumentation it is possible to state the following: 
Lemma 3.6. The above described data structure for partial lattice representation 
allows to perform the partial order relation test in constant ime. 
Obviously, for general ideals, the space complexity is O(n’). Therefore, let us sup- 
pose, for example, that the ideal collection 9 satisfies the following condition: 
In this case, it is trivial to show that the overall space occupancy is O(n&z) . 
Unfortunately, this a special lucky case and this condition does not hold for all 
partial lattices. Nevertheless, as shown in the following sections, it is possible to find 
a suitable collection of ideals allowing to keep the space occupancy within the required 
bound. 
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4. Decomposition strategy 
As described in the previous section, a lucky choice of ideal size permits to bound 
the space complexity. 
We claim that an overall size within ifi and ifi for each set in the collection 
of ideals 9 is in fact the answer to our problem because this size allows to balance 
what is eliminated in one main iteration and what remains to be considered (line 7 of 
the BasicChooseIdeals procedure). 
In Section 5 we will prove that, when is not possible to find ideals of the right size, 
we can consider a suitable set of smaller ideals (ideal forest), without affecting the 
overall space occupancy. 
4.1. Elements class$cation 
Before describing our strategy for generating the ideai coiiection, we need more 
definitions. 
Definition 4.1. An element c E JV is: 
1. good if 
+J;;< IY+(c)l< ;Jtl or $&G lY_(c)l d ;J;;; 
2. fat if it is not good and one of the following two conditions holds: 
IS+(c)1 > iq’% and for all x~S+(c) then IP( < ifi; or 
IF(c)l > iv% and for all XEF(C) then lY-(c)l < ffi; 
3. thin if it is neither good nor fat and 
1Y+(c)l < tfi or IF(c)\ < ifi; 
In order to grant the correctness of our approach we have to show that it is always 
possible to find one of the above defined elements. 
Lemma 4.1. Given a partial lattice ST? = (-$ JV), at least one good or fat or thin 
,,/“..%““.At A”,,‘. nv;n, . ..LG.L ,,“U I., ,,+,;,..,,I ;u t;,,, n/,2\ 
cLc,rIc,IL U”CJ C,tCJL) Y”,“‘,L LU,I UC ,Cll LC”CU II& LL,,K “(,L ,. 
Proof. Let us consider the following strategy. On the first step, we visit the Hasse 
diagram associated to .T searching for good elements and assigning, in the meanwhile, 
a weight to each node, representing the size of the ideals (both the upper-set and the 
down-set) it induces. Whenever this search fails, we look for fat elements. 
If there is at least one element having weight greater than $,,6r then at least one 
fat element exists. In fact, without loss of generality let x be an element such that 
IF(c)l>;fi. w e search the x predecessors et for an element z inducing the smallest 
down-set satisfying condition IY-(z)l> i&z. If such an element z exists then z is a fat 
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element as there are no good elements and, by the transitive property, none of its prede- 
cessors can induce a down-set with size greater than i,,&. Otherwise x is a fat element. 
If there are no fat elements then, obviously, the element with the maximum weight 
is a thin element. 
Trivially, this strategy always returns at least one element. 
Regarding time complexity, given the Hasse diagram HD(P’), let us consider a data 
“&-.-&...._ C,._ ..~-_~~~-r:-~ :r . ..I.-I. -,.:-A_:-- C-^.. --1. -l-l^--r AL- l..ll--- -l?:r- -._-?I.. bllULl.“lt: 1”‘ ‘GlJlG:scuLIIIg ,L WIIIGII lllilllllillllb I”1 e;ac;u c;lt;llKllL cue In.lIII”tX “1 its pie”‘- 
cessors and an ordered list of the number of predecessors of its immediate predecessors. 
This data structure can be derived in time O(n2) by recursively visiting HD(_Y) and 
the above strategy can be implemented in time linear in the number of elements. 0 
Ideals associated to good, fat, and thin elements are called good, fat, and thin sets, 
respectively. 
4.2. Ideal collection 
Our target is to show that, given a partial lattice 9 = (4, M), it is possible to find 
a collection of either good sets or thin sets. First we need to describe how to manage 
fat sets. 
Lemma 4.2. Given a fat set 9(c), it is always possible to generate a sequence of 
good sets which covers X(c). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let us consider a fat down-set Y-(c). Let {cl,. . . , cf} 
E Y-(c), a set of elements such that ci + c and there exists no z E Y-(c) such that 
ci <z and z + c, for 1 <id t. By the definition of a fat set each one of ci, satisfies the 
following condition: 
jsF(Ci)l < t&i for all 1 <i,<t. 
We can then group ideals induced by these elements until the size of each group is 
between f,/% and ifi. 
Let Y(cl,, . . . , Cik ), where (Ci, ). . , Gil) C(CI, . . . , cl), be one group of down-sets so 
obtained. Unfortunately, it could violate Lemma 3.1 as an external element y could be 
comparable to all (ci,, . . . , cii) through the fat element c. 
In order to avoid this problem we add to each group a dummy element di represent- 
ing the internal representative element for all external elements related to (ci, , . . . , Cir ) 
through the fat element c (see Fig. 4). 
More formally, we add a dummy element di and the following order relations: 
(i) di+c; 
(ii) ci, +di for 1 djdk. 
Obviously, the poset obtained by adding dummy elements is still a partial lattice. 
By means of dummy elements, it is possible to associate to a fat element c a 
collection {$(di)} of good sets induced by dummy good elements (see Fig. 4) which 
covers the down-set induced by c. 
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Fig. 4. Fat element. 
A similar reasoning holds for fat upper-sets. 0 
The following procedure shows how the overall strategy chooses the required col- 
lection of ideals. First, all good sets induced by either actual or dummy elements are 
chosen, then thin sets are considered. In particular, we have: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
in 
Procedure ChooseIdeals; 
begin ; 
.f =0; {Ideal Collection} 
while 4” # 0 do 
begin ; 
if ~cEJI/^ s.t. c is good then 4:=YUY(c); 
else if 3cEN s.t. c is fat then 
begin 
Build the associated good sets collection {Y(dl)}; 
got0 5; 
mlrt 
..“. WI.” 
II. else 
12. begin 
13. Choose a thin element c s .t. j(c) has maximum cardinality 
14. 4:=4UY(c); 
15. end ; 
16. ./V” := JV - 4(c); 
ii’.end; 
18. return 9 ; 
19.end. 
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In order to produce an efficient data structure having the required space complexity 
we group thin sets. In particular, we denote as ideal forest any collection of thin sets. 
Let F = (9(q ), . . . , 4(q)) be an ideal forest, we define the external element set of 
a forest F, Ext(F), the union of all the external element sets of each thin set of the 
ideal forest, i.e.: 
Ext(F) = (j Ext(Y(q)). 
i=l 
Note that, according to our definition, we could have F n Ext(F) # 0. Therefore, 
for each thin set Lemma 3.3 still holds. 
The following version of decomposition procedure generates for each ideal in .a the 
corresponding collection of double-trees. Moreover, it groups thin sets to form an ideal 
forest. 
Each forest F = (9(q ), . . . , Y(Q)) is generated choosing thin sets from the col- 
lection in not increasing order of size until one of the following conditions does 
hold: 
1. IF/>:&, or 
2. mkbn where m = IExt(F)I. 
As we will see in the following section, condition 2 allows to obtain the required 
space complexity. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9; 
Procedure Decomposition (9 : Ideal Collection); 
for each 9(c) E .a ; 
begin 
for each u ES(C) Build {DT(u, c)}; 
return Y(c) and {DT(u,c)}; 
end ; 
for each Y(c) E (Y(c,+I 1,. . . , ~(c,+t)) ; 
begin 
F=@; 
k = 0; 
10. while IF) < $ and mk < n . 
11. begin 
12. F = F u Y(c); 
13. k=k+l; {Number of ideals} 
14. m = IExt(F)I; {Number of external elements} 
15. next Y(c); 
16. end ; 
17. return F; {Current forest} 
18.end; 
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The above decomposition strategy returns a sequence (Fi , . . . , F& . . . , F,+f) of ideals 
and ideal forests, where, for 1 di <g, F;: = 9(q) is a good set induced by either an 
actual or a dummy element, while for g + 1 <i <g + f, fi is an ideal forest. Further, 
for each ideal, the associated double-tree collection is produced. Both collections are 
then inserted in the data structure. It is trivial to show that, even if ideal forests are 
considered, the double-tree decomposition satisfies Theorem 3.5. 
5. Data structure and space complexity 
The ideal and ideal forest collection and the corresponding double-tree decomposition 
returned by the Decomposition procedure satisfy the following invariants. Let us 
denote by JJ(c+) the jth set of the ith forest. If fi is a good set then j = 0. For any 
XEM we have: 
(i) x belongs to one and only one forest 6; 
(ii) x belongs to one and only one ideal Y(ci,j ); 
(iii) given an ideal Y(c~,J) different from the one to which x belongs according to 
(ii), then there exists at most one UE~(C,,J) such that x~DT(u,cj,~); 
(iv) given an ideal 9(ci,j), each element of the collection {DT(u, ci,i)} is, by defi- 
nition, univocally identified by the element u E Y(Q); 
In order to deal with ideal forests we have to modify the basic data structure described 
in Section 3.3 so as to take into account the double indirection between a forest and 
its sets (see Fig. 5). 
Data structure A stores for each element x E Jf, the identifiers of both the ideal and 
the ideal forest to which it belongs, whenever they are different. 
As before, data structure B stores for each element x E Jlr and for each double-tree 
DT(u,c~,~) of the decomposition induced by the ideal #(c~,~) to which x belongs, x’s 
Data Structure A 
Data Structure B
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Data Strucme C 
. . _ . _ . _ . 
Fig. 5. Partial lattices extended data structure. 
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coordinates with respect to the representation of DT(u,c~,~), whenever x belongs to 
DT(u,ci,j); otherwise it contains a null value. 
In this case data structure C is a set of look-up tables each one associated to an 
element x E N. For each ideal forest E;;, if x is comparable with at least one set in 
fi, i.e. x E Ext(fi)), then data structure C maintains the identifier of a fourth kind of 
table D storing partial order relations between x and fi. If x is not related to fi then 
:* “h^_,.” II SL”,c;S a null vame. 
In particular, data structure D is a set of look-up tables, each one associated to an 
element x and an ideal forest 4. Table D(4) exists if and only if x E Ext(&). For 
each ideal 9(ci,j) of the ideal forest E;;, the corresponding field in the look-up table 
D(fi) stores the identifier of the unique double-tree associated to X(ci,i) to which x 
belongs as an external element, and x’s coordinates with respect to its representation. 
In order to perform the partial order test x 4 y, as for the previous case, from data 
structure A we derive the ideals and the ideal forests to which x and y belong. Let 
XEF;, x E~(c,,,), and YE Fj, y~Y(cj,k). Then, as before, two cases are possible: 
a. y(ci,h) = y(Cj,k). 
In this case we search in the ii tabies associated to x and y for the doubie-tree 
coordinates of x and y with respect to both: (i) the double-tree rooted at X; (ii) the 
double-tree rooted at y. Only if in one of the two double-trees x’s coordinates are 
smaller than y’s then x + y, otherwise not. 
b. y(ci,/z) # j(cj,,). 
In this case, we first look in the table C associated to y for the identifier of a D table 
corresponding to forest E. If we find a null value then y is not an external element 
of E;;. Otherwise, once the right D table is found, we search the double-tree identifier 
corresponding to the ideal Y(ci,h). Then we look in the B table associated to x, for 
x’s coordinates with respect to this double-tree. If x’s coordinates are smaller than y’s 
then x < y, otherwise, we can repeat the search, looking in the C table associated to 
x, for the identifier of a D table corresponding to forest Fj. If we find a null value 
then x is not an external element of Fj. Otherwise, once the right D table is found 
we search the double-tree identifier corresponding to the ideal 9(cj,k). Then we search 
in the table B associated to y, y’s coordinates with respect to this double-tree. If x’s 
coordinates are smaller than y’s then x<y. If both searches fail, then x N y. 
The above strategy trivially requires constant time to be executed. In order to com- 
plete the proof of Theorem 1.1 we have to analyze the space complexity of the data 
structure. 
Lemma 5.1. The above data structure requires O(nJtl)-space, 
Proof. Let us consider the ideal and ideal forest sequence (F,, . , F,, , F,+f), where, 
for 1 <i <g, F; is a good set, while, for g + 1 <i < g + f, F; is an ideal forest. Three 
cases are possible: 
(a) If f = 0, then all fi are good sets. By definition, each table of data structure 
B requires O(4) space. Moreover, g <4&, hence, each table of data structure C 
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requires 0(,/Z) space. Finally, each table of data structure D requires 0( 1) space. The 
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(b) Let f # 0. An ideal forest fi, for g + 1 <i d g + f, is generated by adding thin 
sets in not increasing order of size until one of the following conditions hold: 
1. (F;(>$fi, or 
2. miki>n where mi = \E~t(fi)I. 
Hence, the overall space complexity of data structure D is O(Cy=t,‘,, miki), as only 
elements x comparable with at least one thin set of a forest have the corresponding D 
look-up table, each one of size O(ki). Hence, the second condition allows to bound each 
term of the summation. If each ideal forest fi satisfies both conditions then f+g <4,/G. 
Thus, again, by definition, each table of data structures B requires O(& space; each 
table of data structure C requires O(fi) space, and the overall space occupancy of 
data structure D is O(nJ;;) . 
(c) Let us, finally, suppose that the ith ideal forest satisfies the following conditions: 
1. )&;;:I < &G; 
2. mik, an. 
Unfortunately, the second condition could prevent from generating &-size collection 
of ideal forests, as each forest could contain strictly less than $fi elements. We will 
show that this does not prevent from having the required space bound. In order to 
prove it we need some intermediate results. 
Lemma 5.2. Let Fi = (Y(ci,l), . . . ,-(d(ci,k,)) be an ideal forest, then: 
i#(Ci,j)I = t + IExt(9(ci,j))I 6 t* VIE { 1,. . . , k} . 
Proof. The proof easily follows observing that, by construction, forests are generated 
only when there are no more good and fat elements. Moreover, each thin set is added 
to a forest not in increasing order of size. cl 
In order to prove this part of the lemma some more notation is needed. Without loss 
of generality, we denote the size of a thin set 4(ci,j) E fi by 
(1) 
In fact, if the ordered sequence of thin sets (3(ci, I), . . . , y(Ci,k, )) of a forest, is gen- 
erated by the Decomposition procedure, then the corresponding sequence of sizes is 
monotone and not increasing, and by hypothesis, each size is less than $$‘i. Moreover, 
(2) 
where (ai,~,...,bi,k,) is a sequence of nonnegative real values. Then we have: 
hlllIla 5.3. Iy(ci,k,)I < ~nf+~.l, where nf+1 = lg(ci,,)l. 
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Proof. From Corollary 5.2, if (Y(ci,j)( = ti,j then the number mi,j of external elements 
comparable with 9(ci,j) is at most tiTj_ Hence, 
mikj < k,,$ (ti,j)2 = ,$ 5 (ni-‘~=~~‘~~‘)’ 
j=l 
= k,;: 
.;_ n 1-2c;_, h,, <k, + n1-26,,, _ k2 __f n I-26,. I ..__; _ - 
j=l j=l 
(3) 
(4) 
Thus, by condition miki an, we get 
kfn-26i,I 2 1 + k, >nb3.1 > 4. (5) 
The last inequalities derive from the forest termination condition, i.e.: 
hence? nd’ < f . Moreover, 
and, from relation (5) above 
ki(n 
c;-c;;=, ~~.,))&&,n (f-C”,i,“Z,,,) = ,(f-C;=,~J,J 
(7) 
Hence, 
n(f--Clpi*61,p) < ‘,/& 
4 . 
Dividing both terms by &I, it follows: 
,(f-C/‘,I,6 ‘.,I) < p-d,,,) 
The first member of relation (8) is, by definition, the size of Y(c+,). 0 
(6) 
(8) 
AS Is(ci,k,)l is the size of the last thin set of forest fi, with reference to the ideal 
forest sequence (F,+l,. . , Fq+r), let g + 1 <i < g + f, we have: 
Lemma 5.4. IS(Ci+l,l)l < $nf-‘ll. 
Proof. The proof trivially follows from Lemma 5.3 observing that these sets are taken 
not in increasing order of size. 0 
From the above technical results it follows that the subset of ideal forests satisfying 
(E( < iv62 is at most O(logn). 
This completes the proof of the lemma and of the main Theorem 1.1. 0 
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6. Conclusions and open problems 
In this paper, a general technique for partial lattice representation has been presented. 
This technique, based on a two-level decomposition strategy, efficiently solves, from 
both space and time complexity point of view, the partial order relation testing problem. 
Note that the complexity bound we derive is optimal as it matches the theoretical lower 
r.,..,J CW. 4.:” . . . ..Cl.- 
""UUU I"I L1113 p""IGIII. 
It is important to underscore that the class of partial orders under investigation has 
been widely studied [3]. 
The proposed data structure can be extended to efficiently deal with a large set of 
basic operations on posets [ 181. In particular, it is possible to perform the following 
operations: (i) retrieve a total order on the Hasse diagram HD( 9) in 0( Z)-time, where 
1 is the length of the total order returned; (ii) compute the upper-set and/or down-set 
of a given element in O(k)-time, where k is the size of the returned set; (iii) given 
two elements, find the least common ancestor and/or the greatest common successor in 
O(&)-time; (iv) given k elements, find the least common ancestor and/or the greatest 
common successor in O(& $ ic iog n j-time. 
A natural direction for further work is to adopt the same strategy for general partial 
orders. The main problem for a straightforward application of the proposed decom- 
position strategy to general posets is that they usually violate Lemma 3.1. In fact, 
given a poset 9’ = (4, JV), and an ideal 9(c), let u be an element of JV” - 9(c), if 
9-(c) fl.F(u) = 9’ # 0 then Y can have more than one maximal element. Dually, if 
X’(c)n9+(u) = Y # 0 then S can have more than one minimal element. This affects 
time complexity for the partial order relation testing. In fact, as a one-to-one relation 
between a given ideal and an external element does not exist, it is not possible, given 
a couple of elements (x, y), to univocally identify a double-tree containing both x and 
Y. 
Nevertheless, the proposed decomposition strategy represents, in this case, a heuris- 
tic method for relation testing which takes into account the sparseness of the Hasse 
diagram. 
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